INTRODUCTION
The technique of transplantation was successfully used by Ralph and colleagues in 1990 /14/ to show that the characteristics of the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) itself determined circadian period. The protocol employed involved placing the SCN of a mutant fetal hamster with a circadian period of 20 h into a 24 h wild-type adult hamster which had been rendered arrhythmic by lesion of its SCN. In other experiments donor and host genotypes were reversed. SCN transplants which restored circadian rhythms of wheel running activity always did so with a period characteristic of the donor.
All previous attempts at SCN transplantation in rodents have utilized tissue harvested during late gestation or within a day of birth. It has been generally accepted that neuronal tissue should be used for transplantation when it is still undergoing neurogenesis or shortly thereafter. In the golden hamster gestation lasts 16 days and the suprachiasmatic nuclei themselves undergo neurogenesis from embryonic day (E) 9.5-13/2,3/. In the rat gestation takes 22 days and SCN neurogenesis occurs between E 14-17 /1/. The reported age range of hamster SCN tissue used for transplantation was from E 13 to 15/5,8/, and rat SCN tissue from E 17/6/ to postnatal day (P) 1 /16/, where day 0 is the day of birth.
The research described here focuses on defining the age range of donor SCN tissue that yields successful transplants. We tested early fetal tissue to gain insight into the importance of graft maturation, and examined older postnatal tissue because working with larger brain structures allows more precise excision Mortality occurring after the day of transplantation was highest when donors were from the youngest groups ( Fig. 1 Corresponding behavioral data is shown in Fig. 4A We noted several transplanted animals that appeared to have complete SCN lesions as judged histologically, but in which 24 h host activity rhythms were still detectable. Four such animals had activity rhythms characteristic of only the host with no evidence of donor rhythm, while one displayed rhythms characteristic of both the host and donor. Using a protocol similar to the one described in this paper, Vogelbaum and Menaker (manuscript in preparation) have found that if a host rhythm is detectable after transplantation, it is less likely that a donor rhythm will appear.
GFAP was detectable in all grafts, both successful ( Fig. 3A and C) 
